Directions: Find and circle the words hidden in the puzzle.

Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4, Unit 22

restless  beautiful  penniless
k pavement  cheerful  speechless
ibea tiful  clumsiness  speechless
hs wa q  restlessness  statement
inese d  colorful  treatment
nhs vffe  endless  truthful
iwmva t  fondness  useless
cep mormr  illness  useless
nkmokel  movement  worthless
lasepne  neatness  wasteful
poudwhnfu  pavement  weakness
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Answer Key

- beautiful
- peaceful
- cheerful
- penniless
- clumsiness
- restless
- colorful
- speechless
- endless
- statement
- fondness
- treatment
- illness
- truthful
- movement
- useless
- neatness
- wasteful
- pavement
- weakness